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Overview

Continuation from 2017 LPC

Restatement of issue/requirements

Efforts in area since 2017
Is Fragmented Memory Bad for Us?

- **Software Solution:**
  - Virtually mapped contiguous areas.
    MMU Maps: Virtual Address → physical address
  - In Linux: Demand paging and reclaim.

- **Hardware Solution:**
  - IOMMU serves as MMU for devices
  - DMA can do vector I/O
    - Gather data from fragmented memory blocks
    - Scatter data to fragmented memory blocks
    - Hence DMA scatter/gather

*So why bother?*
Performance Comparison: Memalign vs Contiguous

Mellanox ConnectX-5 Ex, EDR, back-to-back
Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6148 CPU @ 2.40GHz
MLNX_OFED_LINUX-4.1-4.0.8.0
Efforts Since Last Year

RFC "Protect larger order pages from breaking up"?

RFC “In Kernel Contig Alloc Interface”

HACK “hugetlbfs extension”
RFC "Protect larger order pages from breaking up"?

In lieu of addressing the defragmentation problem.

Like Huge page reservations certain orders of pages can be protected from being broken up

Controversial hack although in use at a large isp in Europe.
RFC “In Kernel Contig Alloc Interface”

Not CMA

Not directly available for userspace

Came out of last year’s LPC discussions

mmap(MAP_CONTIG) RFC
alloc_contig_pages()

Replicates much of hugetlbfs gigantic page allocator

Not limited to pageblock size as buddy allocator

Uses alloc_contig_range() at low level

Depends on migration of pages/pageblocks

Prefers MIGRATE_MOVEABLE

What about use for DMA?
alloc_contig_pages()

This is hard. See Vlastmil Babka presentation on “The hard work behind large physical allocations in the kernel"

Drivers must use this interface to provide their own interfaces (mmap) to user space
HACK “hugetlbfs extension”

Allocate/reserve large contig areas at boot time

Requires preallocation/reserved memory

Came out of Mellanox RDMA use case

IB device MMU 2GB pages

Host CPU 2MB pages